responsibility of the forestry section. As a result of that knowledge,
we have had several instances of police who, upon seeing people
pruning or killing trees, stop and question those people about their
tree cutting activities. The forestry section recently provided the
fire department employees with a chainsaw safety course, which
provided us with the opportunity to interact with most of the City’s
fire department personnel. Fire department staff has also watched
our aerial rescue training and has provided forestry employees with
CPR and First Aid training.
Finally, we come to the engineering staff. We are very fortunate that
the main engineering school in Michigan is Michigan Tech. That
university is located in the far reaches of our Upper Peninsula in
the middle of a 50,000-square-mile forest and is where most of
our city’s engineering staff went to school. It is also the university
I attended for forestry and is where I met my wife, the current
assistant city engineer.
Paul Dykema
Forestry Manager
Lansing, Michigan

While the opportunities, challenges, and methods for building
successful relationships with peer professionals vary among communities, my success from a streetscape management perspective
(infrastructure design, construction, and maintenance operations)
is rooted in three principles: establish authority; learn the language;
and share the passion.

Establish authority.

The best way to establish authority at the municipal level is
through ordinances that assign responsibilities for managing and
protecting the urban forest resource to the city forester. Some communities elect to assign management authority and provide protection for urban trees through administrative directives. However,
as administrative directives are not codified laws, they are only
as strong as the administration in power and more easily circumvented by the “old guard” that exists in virtually every government
agency or organization.
It is important when developing ordinances to include all the
stakeholders who will be impacted by the ordinance. City Council
members faced with a room full of disgruntled voters take a dim
view of staff attempts to ramrod new ordinances and initiatives
lacking public support. In Norfolk, Virginia where I served as
its first city forester for 17 years, over twenty internal and external organizations—including municipal departments, the major
utility company, contractors, and gardening and beautification
groups—participated in the development of a comprehensive
municipal tree ordinance that continues to serve the City well. The
process, while arduous at times, resulted in a solid ordinance and
marked the beginnings of a strong coalition for improved forest
management and protection in Norfolk.
Effective tree ordinances include provisions that keep the municipal forester engaged in design, construction, and maintenance
operations that impact publicly managed trees. Common provisions include a mandatory site plan review and forestry approval
of infrastructure improvements or repairs, forestry permit requirements for incidental construction and maintenance activities within the critical rooting area of protected trees, value-loss-compensation for damaged or displaced trees, strong deterrents for noncomwww.urban-forestry.org

pliance, and clear enforcement authority. A strong tree protection
ordinance consistently brings the municipal arborist (MA) to the
table with peer professionals and creates opportunities to develop
lasting relationships that can have a profound impact on the health
and sustainability of the urban forest.

Learn the language.

MAs with responsibilities for managing and maintaining urban
tree populations will interface with engineers, architects, municipal maintenance personnel, and contractors on a regular basis. It
is important to develop a working knowledge of each respective
profession—including common terms and applications sufficient
to understand the implications of their work on the urban forest. It is equally important for MAs to understand and accept
the fundamentals that limit design and engineering options for
minimizing impact to existing trees—things like grade, gravity,
and the demands of sanitary sewer systems. MAs should be aware
of emergent technology, such as “pipe bursting” or “cured in place
liners,” that provides alternatives to open excavation for utility
repairs within the critical root zone of trees. Equipped with this
knowledge, MAs will be able to offer design and construction suggestions that lead to win-win solutions that support infrastructure
improvements while minimizing tree impacts.
By learning the language of traffic, stormwater, utility engineers,
and the construction trades, Milwaukee’s urban forestry technicians routinely influence engineering and construction practices
that favor street tree planting and preservation. While the tree
ordinance ensures that the forestry staff remains engaged, it’s the
relationships and mutual respect shared by the engineers, contractors, and urban foresters that consistently result in win-win solutions for infrastructure improvements and repairs and forestry. The
collaborative development of a curbing machine that reduces backof-curb clearance requirements from six inches (15 cm) to one inch
(2.5 cm) serves as just one example of how Milwaukee foresters
and contractors are working synergistically to reduce construction
damage to city trees.

Share the passion.

Most MAs would agree that urban forestry is more than just
a profession—it’s a passion. For whatever reason, most other
municipal professionals seem to lack passion. Genuine passion
consistently articulated with a clear vision is energizing and inviting. The energy that MAs bring to the table can be very helpful in
building bridges with peer professionals.
People respect passion. Use it to your advantage. The tools available today for quantifying the structure, function, and value of the
urban forest provide unparalleled opportunities for MAs to apply
and communicate the science behind the passion in terms that
engage peer professionals and “grow” the team.
MAs who establish authority for managing the urban forest, learn
the language of peer professionals, and effectively communicate a
passion for professional urban forest management will enjoy lasting synergistic benefits that serve to elevate the individual urban
forestry program and the profession at large.
David Sivyer
Forestry Services Manager
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Municipal Arborist Exchange Report

TREES ACROSS

THE

POND

Story and Photos by Andy McCutcheon, Principal Arboricultural Officer, States of Guernsey, Environment Department, England

W

hat’s the point of an Exchange Programme? I am sure
this was the question going through my colleagues’
perhaps jealous minds when I was lucky enough to visit Rhode
Island under the SMA’s Arborist Exchange Programme. It’s a
fair question.
Well I’ll tell you the point. You get to see the same things, the
same problems, but from a different perspective, through the
eyes of someone doing the same job as you. For me it gave me
a sense of detachment—a sort of arborist out-of-body experience, from which I could observe and learn. When I returned
to my home island of Guernsey in the British Channel Islands,
I was energised and excited about the prospect of making a
difference based on what I had seen on my visit to Newport,
Rhode Island.
Scott Wheeler, Trees & Parks Supervisor for the Newport
Parks Department, was my host for the week’s stay. Scott has
held this job for 11 years. He manages and administers the
maintenance and capital projects for all the City’s 50 parks of
various sizes and their trees. A tall order for anyone, and that
doesn’t include the 7,000 street trees!
The first thing that struck me about Newport when I arrived
was (and this will seem blindingly obvious)... the trees! They
are big and beautiful and there are plenty of them. Of particular
note was their array of European beech (Fagus sylvatica) trees,
including fern leafed and weeping forms. Trees certainly have
the room to grow in Newport, and they convey a sense of time
and history growing as they do amongst the impressive buildings, many of which date back to the 1800s.

Newport is considering introducing laws to control the incursion of
vegetation into sidewalks.
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The Luxury of Space, the Challenges of Pests

Space is something which America is not exactly short of.
Owing to a temperate climate and a higher rainfall than here
in Guernsey (around 45 inches/114 cm annually compared to
our 33 inches/84 cm), the trees in Newport are large and lush.
Although Newport is on an “island,” it has the mainland U.S.
to the west affording some shelter. The result is spectacular
trees of grace and stature. Many of the trees grow close to the
largely wood-constructed dwellings, and residents seem very
happy to live right along side them. That’s something I wish I
could show to those who complain to me about trees being too
close to their property!
Like anywhere it is not all roses; many trees are aged, there’s
the ongoing threat of new pests and diseases, and the influence of humans, whether deliberate (vandalism) or through
ignorance (construction injury). Travelling around with Scott
and seeing the damage inflicted by pests and diseases in some
areas was quite disturbing to me. Many in Guernsey remember
how the combination of disease, pests, and weather conditions
accounted for the death of all 150,000 mature Guernsey elms
in less than 2,000 days to Dutch elm disease.
Newport is so concerned about the emerald ash borer that
they have stopped planting all species of ash (Fraxinus spp).
Some pests have already made their presence felt. I was shown
many large dead “sticks” in the ground which were at one time
Japanese black pine (Pinus thunbergii). All had been killed by
the turpentine beetle, and hemlock woolly adelgid has had
a serious impact on populations of the native Eastern
hemlock (Tsuga canadensis).

In Newport, stone dust is used to substitute for load-bearing paving
slabs that often get displaced by tree roots.

City Trees

Planting Schemes

What impressed me was that despite the high proportion of
tree cover (over 50%), Newport still considers an ongoing tree
planting programme essential. In contrast Guernsey has barely
4% woodland cover.
When Scott first arrived in Newport in 1994, he discovered
that 15% of the tree population was identified for removal and
half the available planting space lacked trees. Almost 30% of
trees were Norway maple and most of these had been topped.
In Scott’s own words, “It was clear that the only way to meet
the aesthetic demands of a community based on tourism while
managing a declining population of trees was to establish an
aggressive sustainable tree planting programme...”
Lilian Dick, President of the Newport Tree Society, shares
Scott’s vision and has been instrumental in gaining community
support for tree planting and management initiatives. Through
a combination of enabling legislation and voluntary community
action, Newport now plants around 200 new trees a year of
mainly bare root trees of 1-3/4” (4.5 cm) caliper.
All funding to purchase trees in Newport comes from grants, citizen sponsors, and insurance claims. Under the City’s mostly bare
root planting programme, a tree can be bought and planted for
just $65. The tree is planted by the City Parks team provided it is
planted no further than 20 feet (6 m) from a public right-of-way.
Strategies to combat the effect of pest and disease in urban areas
rely on sustainable planting of a diverse range of tree species. To
achieve this, Scott is encouraging people to plant in their front
gardens rather than in roadside verges, thus avoiding problems
with compaction and road salt.

He was particularly interested in Guernsey’s planning laws and
the extent to which our laws control both the built environment
and the landscaped and natural environment. We talked about
Guernsey’s own laws to control vegetation to prevent obstruction to pavements (sidewalks) and roads; Scott was keen on
introducing a similar law in Newport to help control some of
the wayward hedge growth.
A shared problem among urban foresters is the challenge of
working with specialists in other disciplines—particularly construction, surveying, planning, and even landscaping—who lack
even a basic understanding of a tree’s needs. A good example of
this is tree planting beds which are often specified by architects,
engineers, or landscapers who fail to allow for the growth and
establishment of trees in the long term. Urban design often
restricts the space available for trees to less then 12-foot-wide
(4-m-wide) interconnected beds that Scott would regard as the
bare minimum requirement.
An innovation which is an old idea used to good effect in
Newport is the air excavation tool, which uses compressed air to
excavate around tree roots without damaging the coarser woody
roots. The air excavation tool is used in two ways:
1) to relieve soil compaction and
2) to reduce damage to root systems by locating them and
avoiding damage when installing underground utilities.
This would have great application in my home Island.

Providence and Beyond

The impact of new development on trees is of increasing concern to both Scott and myself, and we discussed this issue with
Professor David Brown of the Rhode Island Tree Commission.

Providence, Rhode Island is home to 180,000 people, and it’s
where we met Doug Still, City Forester. Doug told us about his
ambitious programme to produce an inventory of the city’s 25,000
trees using volunteers and Palm Pilots which could be used to
record all the street trees by address. I was surprised that neither
Providence Parks nor Newport’s Parks Department yet has a functioning Geographical Information System (GIS) for street trees.

Bucket trucks are not seen in Guernsey, although mobile cherry
pickers are used where access allows.

Left to right: Andy McCutcheon, Brian Kalter of Amereq Inc. (one of
the sponsors of the exchange), and Scott Wheeler

Trees & Development

www.urban-forestry.org
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continued from page 28…

Passionate Correspondence = Results

Trees under overhead utility lines thankfully are not a problem in
Guernsey where utilities run underground.

During our visit to Providence we met John Campanini Jr.,
Consulting Arborist and Technical Adviser to the Rhode Island
Tree Council and former City Forester. We discussed the merits and downsides of tree grilles. John prefers barriers rather
than grilles which have caused a lot of damage where they have
been left. John and Doug are backing a “Tree Rescue” program
in Providence that will remove life-threatening infrastructure
from around trees, such as choking tree grates, tree guards, and
sidewalk pavement.

My Personal Action List
• Develop and help set up privately sponsored tree
planting schemes
• Seek greater engagement with professionals in the development and construction industry
• Work on an education programme for schools (addressing
tree benefits and needs) and colleges (addressing protecting trees from development)
• Set up and launch a local Tree Stewardship (Warden)
scheme
• Promote solutions such as air excavation and irrigation
bags to the construction and landscaping industries
• Develop a GPS-based inventory of trees for management
• Trial an herbicide injection system such as I witnessed at
the Arnold Arboretum for Japanese knotweed (Polygonum
cuspidatum)

It’s a big list—but thanks to the SMA exchange programme, I
have big dreams.
I learned a great deal in my once-in-a-lifetime visit which I hope
to apply here in Guernsey. I would like to acknowledge the help
and support of the SMA, the exchange sponsors—the City of
Windsor, Amereq Inc., and Asplundh Tree Expert Company—
and in particular Doug Still for organising the exchange.
Andy McCutcheon
Principal Arboricultural Officer
Environmental Services Unit
States of Guernsey, Environment Department
Phone (01481) 717390
andrew.mccutcheon@gov.gg
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The second example shows how I was freed from root pruning. In
order to complete our sidewalk repairs, it had been necessary to
practice an aggressive root-pruning program. I am fortunate that
in my climate zone, I have been able to get away with more root
pruning than MAs in most other parts of the country or world.
Redwood City rarely has severe storms occur when the deciduous
trees are in leaf, and the City has experienced a very low whole-tree
failure rate (<2%). Additionally, most of the failures occurred during severe storms when non-root-pruned trees also failed.
Even with the favorable statistics, I have never been comfortable
with the impacts of root pruning. However, an approved alternative
sidewalk material was not yet available. Our site designs pushed to
gain as much distance as possible between the tree and root pruning
point (minimum target distance of 36 inches/91 cm), even obtaining
easements to place sidewalks on private property when necessary.
Then, in 2005, I encountered a very passionate property owner
who did not want his tree root-pruned. After several discussions,
we reached an agreement that the City would use either asphalt or
rubber over his root system and perform the sidewalk repair with
very limited root pruning, if any. But during the repair process,
some field decisions were made and/or directions missed that
resulted in his tree’s root system being impacted during excavation.
The property owner was very strident in his concerns, sent written
volumes to my department head and City Council, requested a significant amount of public information documents, and challenged
the City’s approach to root pruning.
The inquiry came to me from City Council: Can you perform the
sidewalk repairs without root pruning? Fortunately, my staff had
been experimenting with two-inch-thick rubber sidewalk panels
that reduced the need for excavation by six inches (15 cm). The
manufacturer provided a finished look that met the City’s needs.
I worked with our city engineer to get approval to use the rubber
sidewalk material. Also, fortunately, we had an excellent contractor
to install the product.
Since we initiated the use of recycled rubber panels, we have
reduced our root pruning by over 95%, and we have shifted from
non-selective trencher-style root cutting to selective minimalexposed root pruning. We have reduced health and stability risk
concerns and avoided the cumbersome paperwork involved with
securing easements and notarized signatures to relocate sidewalks
onto private property.
In both my Redwood City examples, I had been prepared for opportunities by planning. In the first case, I planned for an increase in
funding of the program, and in the second case, I investigated and
tested out alternative sidewalk material. The opportunities for action
came along much faster through another person’s influence than they
would have through my own (or my boss’s) lobbying efforts.
I really want to emphasize how powerful the players in our communities or our own involvement in our own community can be.
The learning for me has been to pay attention to the people that
are doing things and see how I can influence them related to trees
or provide them the key supporting information they need to make
an excellent decision about trees.
Gordon Mann, Public Works Superintendent
City of Redwood City, Public Works Services Department
(650) 780-7493 gmann@redwoodcity.org
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On January 17, Hollywood, Florida’s City
Commission signed a proclamation declaring
September 15 through September 19, 2007
“Municipal Arborist Days” in the City. The
proclamation commemorates the 43rd Annual
Society of Municipal Arborists Conference and
Trade Show, which will be held this year at the
Hollywood Beach Marriott Resort and Spa.
The proclamation (above) details the common
interests of the City and the SMA, concluding
with Mayor Mara Giulianti and the Commission
encouraging the City’s citizens to support the
efforts of the SMA and the City’s urban forestry
program. It was read aloud by City Commissioner
Beam Furr. Hollywood’s City Arborist and SMA
Board Member Don Goulding accepted the proclamation on behalf of the SMA. Don is the chairperson of this year’s conference and did a brief
presentation for the Commission on the SMA
and the Hollywood conference program.

www.urban-forestry.org

Some Things Were
Built To Last

…when you absolutely
have to rely on your equipment
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Bio-Plex Plant Survival Essentials

Plant Survival Solutions

• Installations • Transplant Soil Conditioner • Deep Root Feeding
• Hydroseeding • Turfgrass Maintenance • Stress Management

Transplant Concentrate
& Plant Enhancer

• Natural Organic Liquid Fertilizers
• Mycorrhizal Fungi Root Inoculant
• Organic Fertilizer Stakes & Tablets
• Pelletized Organic Fertilizers
• Advanced 3-5 Year Polymer GEL
• Palm Tree Specialty Fertilizer Stakes
• Aquatic Biotics Natural Digest
• Deer, Rabbit, Gopher Repellents
• PRO TECH Fungicide, Algicide
• 5-in-1 Complete Planting Granules

Tree Ring

#1
Professional
Choice

Reduces Stress, Improves Health, Vigor,
Powerful Concentrates Biostimulant
Humic - Seaweed - Enzymatic
Amino Acid Complex

www.urban-forestry.org

Portable Slow-Drip Irrigation
10 & 25 Gallon

TreeGator

Portable Slow-Drip Irrigation

WEB www.bio-plex.com • 1-800-441-3573 • Fax# 717-653-0816

Bio-Plex Plant Survival Solutions...The Difference Between Marginal & Excellent Transplant Results
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Tree of Merit

European beech (Fagus sylvatica)

Tricolor beech (Fagus sylvatica ‘Roseomarginata’) leaves

One of the most attractive temperate forest types in the world is the
beech forest. The dense shade keeps the ground clear for strolling,
while the grey lumpy trunks impart to us the feeling that we are mice
among a herd of elephants. I spent the better parts of childhood summer days climbing in my favourite beech tree.
The beechnuts, sometimes called beechmast, attract deer and
have been used in Europe as a supplemental livestock food. Oil
extracted from the seed is still used by some for cooking. The Latin
genus name Fagus is derived from the Greek word phagein meaning
“to eat.” The specific epithet sylvatica means “of the woods.”
European beeches are well suited as specimen trees in parks because
of their large size and grace in all seasons. There are a number of
significant varieties of distinction; most striking perhaps is the
copper beech (F. sylvatica ‘Atropurpurea’), a welcome blast of colour
for an otherwise green landscape. The fernleaf beech (F. sylvatica
‘Asplenifolia’) has been in cultivation for over 200 years, and its
lobed leaf edges and upwardly arching branch structure are superb.
The tricolor beech (F. sylvatica ‘Tricolor’ or ‘Roseomarginata’) has
pink fringes to the leaves. F. sylvatica ‘Rohanii’ has oak-shape purple-brown leaves fading to bronze green, and ‘Riversii’ will spice up
any arboretum with its deep purple leaves fading to purple green.
The upright beech (F. sylvatica ‘Dawyckii’) comes with green, gold,
or purple foliage. It is a very reliably branched fastigiate tree that
can tolerate heavily trafficked roadside areas. The weeping variety
(F. sylvatica ‘Pendula’) is an absolute stunner, and like a fine wine, it
keeps getting better with age. On the grounds of British Columbia’s
Riverview Hospital grows a couple of weeping beech trees that have
been allowed their natural form for over 80 years. The branchlets
hang to ground level, thereby creating a kind of outdoor room.
Vancouverites are treated to a well-established collection of all of
these cultivars in its centrally located Queen Elizabeth Park. The
Vancouver Park Board has also used these trees on its boulevards
since the Second World War, and they form some of our finest
avenues. They require very infrequent pruning and practically never
break in wind or snow. In our ranking of street trees based upon the
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A 40-year-old species beech in a harsh growing environment in
front of the Hotel Vancouver Photos Courtesy of the Vancouver
Park Board

number of trouble calls over the last 16 years, they rank as our best.
Despite their shallow rooting habit, they don’t seem to cause much
sidewalk damage. They thrive in our downtown environment.
If you want to try this tree in your municipality, you should be
between zone 4 and 7 and get a fair amount of summer rainfall.
In Vancouver, we can grow them in any well-drained location,
but their natural range throughout Europe shows a preference for
mountainous or coastal areas away from extreme heat. Nutrientrich soils are also preferred, but European beeches demonstrate
broad adaptability. If life is a beech, I’ll take two.
Bill Stephen, Urban Forester,
Vancouver Park Board, British Columbia
NOTE: Trees of Merit are not suitable for every climate and site
condition. Variations in regional performance will apply. If you are
using a Tree of Merit in your municipality, please share your experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
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